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Soft landing of mass-selected ions onto surfaces often results in partial loss of charge that
may affect the structure and reactivity of deposited species. In this study, Keggin
phosphotungstate anions in two selected charge states, PW12O403- (WPOM3-) and PW12O402(WPOM2-), were soft-landed onto different self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces and
examined using in situ infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. Partial retention of the 3- charge was observed when
WPOM3- was soft-landed onto the fluorinated SAM (FSAM), while the charge state distribution
was dominated by the 2- charge after both WPOM3- and WPOM2- were deposited onto a
hydrophilic alkylthiol SAM terminated with cationic NH3+ functional groups (NH3+SAM). We
found that during the course of the soft landing of WPOM3-, the relative abundance of WPOM3on FSAM decreased while that of WPOM2- increased. We propose that the higher stability of
immobilized WPOM2- in comparison with WPOM3- makes it the preferred charge state of
WPOM on both the FSAM and NH3+SAM. We also observe weaker binding of WPOM anions to
SAMs in comparison with phosphomolybdate ions (MoPOM) reported previously (J. Phys.
Chem. C 2014, 118, 27611–27622). The weaker binding of WPOM to SAMs is attributed to the
lower reactivity of WPOM reported in the literature. This study demonstrates that both the
charge retention and the reactivity of deposited anionic POM clusters on surfaces are determined
by the type of addenda metal atoms in the cluster.
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Introduction
clusters on surfaces has been described in numerous studies.1-6 Soft landing of mass- and chargeselected ions provides a unique opportunity to examine the properties of the ion, the surface, and
the influence of coverage on the final charge state distribution of a broad range of polyatomic
ions deposited on surfaces.7-14 Since the initial demonstration of charge retention of soft-landed
ions by Cooks and co-workers,15 this phenomenon has attracted considerable attention.16-24
Understanding charge retention by soft-landed ions is important for controlling their chemical
reactivity and electronic properties on surfaces. Our previous investigations used self-assembled
monolayers of thiols on gold substrates (SAMs) as well-characterized thin insulating layers that
are readily tailored for a particular application by varying the terminal functional group.17-19, 21, 2324

The charge retention of soft-landed ions has been mostly studied on hydrophobic alkylthiol

SAMs (HSAM), their fluorinated analogs (FSAM), and hydrophilic SAMs terminated with
carboxyl acid (COOH-SAM) or amine (NH2-SAM, NH3+SAM) functional groups. The loss of
the ionizing proton is the major charge reduction pathway for soft-landed protonated molecules
such as proteins and peptides.17-18, 22, 25 Retention of up to two ionizing protons and complete
neutralization of protonated molecules was observed on FSAM and COOH-SAM surfaces,
respectively, while HSAMs showed intermediate charge retention properties.17-19 On the other
hand, charge retention by native cations such as organometallics and small ligated metal clusters
was observed to decrease in the order FSAM>COOH-SAM>HSAM.21,

23, 26

Electron transfer

through SAMs controlled by interface dipoles and the accumulation of ions on the surface was
found to play a key role in charge reduction by soft-landed native cations.
In contrast to native cations, native anions such as polyoxometalates (POM) more readily
retain their negative charge on SAMs.24 POM and particularly Keggin anions are popular metal
oxide building blocks for functional nanoscale systems27-30 due to their outstanding stability31
and diverse optical,32 redox,33 photochromic,34 and catalytic properties.35 The charge state of
supported Keggin anions may affect these properties, which provides motivation for studying
their charge retention. Previously, we demonstrated that soft-landing of molybdenum-based
Keggin [PMo12O40]n- anions in the n = 2- and 3- charge states (MoPOM2- and MoPOM3-)
resulted in a similar charge distribution on both FSAM and HSAM surfaces.24 We proposed that
the barrier associated with electron detachment from the anion plays an important role in
3
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determining their charge retention on surfaces. This is different to the situation with native
surface underneath.
In this study, we investigate charge retention by soft-landed [PW12O40]n- anions in the n =
2- and 3- charge states (WPOM3- and WPOM2-) using in situ infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The electronic
properties of WPOM3- have been extensively investigated both experimentally and
theoretically.31, 36-40 It has been demonstrated that MoPOM3- is more reactive than WPOM3- both
in solution and in the gas phase. For example, MoPOM undergoes dissociation at lower internal
energies than WPOM in the gas phase.41 Deshlara and Iglesia reported a combined experimental
and theoretical study of the oxidative dehydrogenation of methanol on Keggin POM clusters.42
Higher turnover frequencies were observed for POM clusters with Mo addenda atoms in
comparison with POM clusters with W addenda atoms. Furthermore, higher absorption edge
energies reflecting higher energy gaps between the highest occupied molecular orbital and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO-LUMO gap) were observed in the UV/vis spectra of POM
clusters with W addenda atoms. Because HOMO energies for all the Keggin anions examined in
that study are similar,42 the increase in the HOMO-LUMO gap reflects higher LUMO energies in
POM clusters with W addenda atoms. These observations provide support for the higher
reactivity of MoPOM toward gaseous reagents in comparison with WPOM.
Similarly, MoPOM is more reactive in aqueous media33, 43 and is more readily protonated
in solution than WPOM.44-46 MoPOM is also more active than WPOM toward the oxidative
dehydrogenation of methanol.42 Hydrogen addition reaction may be described as a reaction
involving the addition of an electron to an empty d-orbital of a metal atom accompanied by
proton transfer to an O-atom. The higher efficiency of MoPOM toward hydrogen addition
reaction in comparison with WPOM was attributed to the lower LUMO level in MoPOM, which
facilitates electron transfer to MoPOM. Furthermore, MoPOM undergoes reversible
electrochemical redox activity more readily than WPOM,47 which is attributed to the lower
HOMO-LUMO gap of MoPOM (2 eV) in comparison with WPOM (2.8 eV).36 The vertical
electron detachment energy of gas-phase MoPOM (1.94 eV) is lower than the value of 2.30 eV
reported for WPOM48 suggesting that charge retention by WPOM should be more efficient than
MoPOM on the same SAM surfaces. Our results indicate better charge retention by WPOM3- in
4
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the initial stages of ion deposition followed by gradual loss of one electron over time resulting in
binding of WPOM anions to SAMs in comparison with MoPOM anions. These findings have
important implications for the immobilization of POMs on surfaces for applications in catalysis
and electrochemical energy storage.
Experimental
Ion Soft-Landing
Sodium phosphotungstate hydrate (Na3[PW12O40].xH2O CAS: 312696-30-3), methanol,
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecanethiol (FSAM), and 11-amino-1-undecanethiol hydrochloride
(NH2SAM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used as received. The
WPOM solution for ion soft-landing experiments was prepared by first creating a 1 mM stock
solution of sodium phosphotungstate hydrate in methanol and subsequently diluting it in
methanol to a final concentration of ~100 µM.
SAM surfaces were prepared on 10 x 10 mm polycrystalline gold on silicon wafer
surfaces (50 Å Ti adhesion layer, 1000 Å Au layer) purchased from Platypus Technologies
(Madison, WI) following literature procedures.49-51 As received gold substrates were sonicated in
methanol for 10 minutes, dried using N2 gas, cleaned in an ultraviolet/ozone cleaner (Model
135500, Boekel Industries Inc., Feasterville, PA) for 20 minutes, and immersed in a 1 mM
solution of thiol in ethanol for ~24 hours. The substrates were then removed from the thiol
solution, rinsed, and sonicated in methanol (FSAM) or 10% v/v acetic acid in ethanol
(NH3+SAM) for 30 seconds to remove any loosely bound secondary thiol molecules and ensure
protonation of the terminal amine groups. Finally, the substrates were rinsed with methanol,
dried under nitrogen, and introduced into a deposition chamber for ion soft-landing experiments.
Soft-landing experiments were conducted using an ion deposition apparatus coupled with
in situ IRRAS described in detail previously.52-53 In this instrument, ions are produced using
electrospray ionization54 (ESI) and introduced into the vacuum system through a heated stainless
steel capillary maintained at 120°C. Desolvated ions are subsequently transferred through an
electrodynamic ion funnel55 and radially focused in an rf only collisional quadrupole maintained
at a pressure of 2 x 10-2 Torr by collisions with the background gas. Similar to MoPOM, ESI of
5
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WPOM predominately generates triply (WPOM3-) and doubly charged species (WPOM2-). A
deposition was used to select either WPOM3- or WPOM2- for deposition. Ions exiting the
resolving quadrupole were focused using a series of three einzel lenses to produce a circular
deposition area of ~3 mm in diameter on a SAM surface. The ion current on the surface was
measured with a picoammeter (Model 9103, RBD Instruments, Bend, OR) throughout the
deposition. In this study, the collision energy with the surface was in a range of 30-35 eV/charge
and typical mass-selected ion currents were ~900 pA and ~400 pA for WPOM3- or WPOM2-,
respectively.
In-situ Infrared Reflection-Absorption Spectroscopy
In situ IRRAS experiments were performed using a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer
(Bruker Optics, Billerica, MA) as described in detail in our previous publications.52-53 During
these experiments, IRRAS spectra are obtained during and after ion deposition by directing the
IR beam exiting the spectrometer to the SAM surface through a ZnSe viewport mounted onto the
deposition chamber. The IR beam passes through a mid-infrared ZnSe wire grid polarizer to
produce p-polarized light and is focused on the surface using a gold-coated parabolic mirror with
a focal length of 400 mm; the incident angle of the beam is 80º with respect to surface normal.
The reflected light exiting the deposition chamber through a second ZnSe viewport is focused
using two additional parabolic mirrors and detected using an externally mounted liquid nitrogen
cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector. The IR beam path is constantly purged with
N2 gas during the experiments to minimize atmospheric contributions to the signal. IR spectra
were obtained by acquiring 1500 scans (~6 minutes) at 4 cm-1 resolution in 10 minutes intervals
during the deposition.
Theoretical Methods
Hybrid DFT calculations were performed for the geometry optimization of the WPOM3-,
WPOM2-, WPOM1-, and WPOM0 systems and for the calculation of the harmonic vibrational
frequencies of these species. All calculations employed the B3LYP hybrid exchange-correlation
functional. For the main group O and P atoms, the 6-311G* atomic basis set56-57 was used, and,
for the transition metal W atoms, the Stuttgart scalar relativistic effective core potential (ECP)
6
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In this study, we examined charge retention of multiply charged [PW12O40]n- anions (n=2,
3) soft-landed on FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces. The FSAM surface was selected as a relatively
inert hydrophobic substrate known to have a high barrier for electron transfer, resulting in charge
retention of supported cations and anions.15, 18, 21 In contrast, the NH3+SAM surface was selected
as a positively charged hydrophilic substrate that has been shown previously to strongly bind
soft-landed MoPOM anions through an electrostatic interaction.24, 62 As discussed in our previous
study,24 charge reduction by POM anions on the FSAM surface involves electron detachment
from the anion. For WPOM3-, this results in formation of [PW12O40]n- species (n=0, 1, 2) referred
to as WPOM0, WPOM-, and WPOM2-, respectively. In comparison, both proton transfer and
electron detachment may occur on the NH3+SAM surface. As mentioned earlier, the vertical
electron detachment energy of 2.3 eV was determined experimentally for gas-phase WPOM3ions.48 Previously, we have demonstrated that electron detachment may be promoted by the
kinetic energy of the ion at the time of collision with the surface which was held at ~90 eV in
this study.24 Alternatively, the electric field generated across the insulating SAM layer following
deposition of anions may promote electron detachment from anions. Assuming complete charge
retention, we estimate that approximately -6 V potential may build up across the 1 nm thick
SAM following deposition of 2 × 1013 WPOM3- anions onto a 10 mm diameter spot. This
potential is not high enough to block the incoming 90 eV ion beam but may be sufficiently large
to induce electron detachment from WPOM3-. In addition, this negative potential at the SAMvacuum interface prevents electrons from tunneling through the SAM layer to the deposited
species, which together with the Coulomb barrier present at each negatively charged cluster
prevents the reverse process of electron attachment to the deposited negative species.
The IRRAS spectra obtained by soft landing ~2 × 1013 WPOM3- and WPOM2- anions on
FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces are presented in Figure 1; the relative intensities and positions of
the major bands are summarized Table 1. Previously published IRRAS spectra of mass-selected
MoPOM3- anions soft-landed on FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces24 are also shown in Figure 1 for
comparison. Bridgeman reported a detailed analysis of the vibrational frequencies of isolated
WPOM3- and related Keggin anions in the gas phase using DFT.63-64 α-Keggin anions were
found to have 22 active IR bands consistent with Td symmetry.64 By comparison with the
8
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experimental IR spectra,65-66 Bridgeman assigned the major vibrational bands as follows. Two
coupled P-O and W=Ot motions, respectively. The strong band at 981 cm-1 corresponds to the
W=Ot stretching vibration while two bands at 915 and 840 cm-1 correspond to the W-Ob2-W and
W-Ob1-W stretching motions of the two types of bridging oxygen atoms, respectively. Aside
from the symmetric coupling band at 969 cm-1, all other vibrational bands of the WPOM3- anion
are shifted toward higher wavenumber in comparison with the MoPOM3- anion.64 This shift in
vibrational frequencies is attributed to the overall weaker bonds in MoPOM3- in comparison with
WPOM3-.3-36, 64
As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, the major vibrational bands of the soft-landed
WPOM3-/2- anions are observed at 1083, 990, 900, and 835 cm-1. The asymmetric P-O/W=Ot
combination band is labeled as P-O in Figure 1 while the symmetric P-O/W=Ot combination
band (not labeled) is observed as a low wavenumber shoulder of the M=Ot band. Slight shifts in
band positions are observed in the spectra of WPOM3- and WPOM2- anions on FSAM. These
shifts and changes in peak shapes of WPOM3- and WPOM2- anions on FSAM will be discussed
later. Meanwhile, almost identical IRRAS spectra were obtained for both charge states of
WPOM on NH3+SAM. In fact, the IRRAS spectra of WPOM3- and WPOM2- anions soft-landed
on NH3+SAM are very similar to the spectrum of WPOM2- on FSAM. In contrast, remarkably
different IRRAS spectra dominated by broad features shifted toward lower wavenumbers in
comparison with FSAM were reported previously for MoPOM anions soft-landed on
NH3+SAM.24 Furthermore, the shape of the Mo=Ot vibrational band of MoPOM on NH3+SAM
showed a clear dependence on the initial charge state (3- vs. 2-) of the soft-landed anion, which
is not the case for WPOM. The shifts in the position of the vibrational bands of MoPOM on
NH3+SAM were attributed to the strong electrostatic attraction of the MoPOM anions and the
positively charged terminal NH3+ groups on the surface while the broadening of the bands was
attributed to the proton transfer from the terminal NH3+ group to the soft-landed anion.24
In agreement with previous experimental and theoretical studies,63, 65 all the vibrational
bands of the soft-landed WPOM are shifted toward higher wavenumbers in comparison with
MoPOM. However, the experimentally observed shifts are substantially larger than the shifts
predicted by electronic structure calculations of isolated POM clusters.63 In addition, the WPOM
9
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bands are narrower than the MoPOM bands. Collectively, these observations may be attributed
with SAM surfaces. The weak binding of WPOM to the positively charged NH3+SAM surface is
further supported by the observation that soft-landed WPOM3- was easily washed away from this
surface when immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte solution, which precluded its electrochemical
characterization using cyclic voltammetry (CV). In contrast, CV of MoPOM on NH3+SAM
examined in our previous study showed pronounced redox peaks that were stable for many
cycles in the same electrolyte indicating strong immobilization of the MoPOM on the surface.24
Because the proton affinity of MoPOM is higher than that of WPOM,67 MoPOM is expected to
form stronger hydrogen bonds with amino groups on the SAM surface than WPOM. Because
proton affinities of both bridging and terminal O-atoms vary considerably with O-atom
location,42 multiple structures of proton-bound MoPOM are likely present on NH3+SAM. This
heterogeneity in the MoPOM population contributes to the broadening of the infrared bands on
NH3+SAM observed in our experiments.
To better understand the experimentally observed differences between IRRAS spectra of
WPOM3- and WPOM2- anions on FSAM, we performed electronic structure calculations and
vibrational frequency analysis of isolated WPOM3-, WPOM2-, WPOM- and neutral WPOM
molecules. Calculated lowest-energy structures of the four charge states are shown in Figure 2;
calculated vibrational frequencies of the major absorption bands are listed in Table 2 and the
corresponding simulated infrared absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3. Experimental65 and
calculated64 vibrational frequencies of WPOM3- and calculated vibrational frequencies of the
different charge states on MoPOM24 reported in previous studies are shown for comparison. A
complete list of calculated absorption bands in the 1200-750 cm-1 range is given in Table S1 of
the electronic supplementary information. Although the charge state has only a minor effect on
the structure of WPOM (Figure 2), it has a pronounced influence on the vibrational frequencies
of the major infrared bands (Figure 3 and Table 2). Similar to the charge state dependence of the
vibrational features of MoPOM discussed in our previous study,24 we observe a pronounced blue
shift in the position of the W=Ot band with a decrease in the charge state of WPOM.
Furthermore, the separation between the W=Ot and the symmetric P-O/W=Ot combination band
increases with a decrease in the charge state, and these bands are observed as two well-separated
10
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peaks in the simulated spectra of WPOM- and neutral WPOM. In contrast, the position of the
asymmetric P-O/W=Ot combination band does not change with the WPOM charge state.
The position of the relatively weak W-Ob2-W bridging oxygen band shows a slight shift
when the charge state decreases from 3- to 2- but the band separates into several low-abundance
peaks with a further decrease in the charge state. Finally, the strong W-Ob1-W bridging oxygen
band shows a substantial blue shift when the charge state decreases from 3- to 2- followed by a
red shift for WPOM- and a slight blue shift for neutral WPOM. For WPOM3-, the calculated WOb1-W and W-Ob2-W modes at 818 and 888 cm-1, respectively, are observed as single peaks and
the modes involving W=Ot coupling with both W-Ob1-W and W-Ob2-W are virtually IR silent.
In contrast, band splitting is observed for WPOM2-, WPOM1-, and WPOM0 in the W-Ob1-W
(790-840 cm-1) and W-Ob2-W (880 – 920 cm-1) regions. For WPOM2-, the band splitting is not as
apparent as for the lower charge states. Nevertheless, two distinct bands at 818 and 822 cm-1 are
observed for WPOM2- in the W-Ob1-W region and three bands at 886, 890, and 898 cm-1 are
present in the W-Ob2-W region (Table 2). In contrast, the W-Ob2-W region of the calculated
WPOM1- and WPOM0 spectra contains a number of low-intensity bands. Band splitting observed
in the W-Ob1-W and W-Ob2-W regions originates from the coupling between W-Ob1-W and WOb2-W vibrations with other modes. This coupling leads to a complex set of vibrational features
in the corresponding frequency ranges with the upper range having a partial coupling of W=Ot
motion along with the W-Ob1-W and W-Ob2-W mixed modes.
DFT calculations indicate that the position and the shape of the W=Ot band can be used
as indicators of the charge state of soft-landed WPOM while the W-Ob1-W band can be used to
distinguish between the 3- and 2- charge states of WPOM. We note that the absolute positions of
the calculated vibrational bands are affected by the basis set used in DFT calculations while the
relative trends in the charge state dependence of the calculated WPOM infrared spectra are
robust. Furthermore, the positions of the experimental vibrational bands are affected by the
strength of ion-surface interactions and surface selection rules. In the following discussion, we
focus on comparison of peak shapes and qualitative trends in peak positions rather than the
absolute position of the individual bands.

11
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It is reasonable to assume that a distribution of WPOM charge states on the SAM surface
that instantaneous charge loss occurs during ion-surface collision followed by a slower charge
reduction by thermalized ions trapped on the insulating SAMs.21,

25

To further understand the

charge distribution of the soft-landed WPOM, we combined the calculated spectra of the four
charge states in different proportions to simulate the experimental infrared signature of a
distribution of the WPOM charge states on FSAM. The results of this simulation are compared
with the experimental spectra of the soft-landed WPOM3- and WPOM2- in Figure 4. The best
qualitative agreement between the experimental and simulated spectra of the soft-landed
WPOM3- was obtained by combining 25% WPOM3-, 60% WPOM2-, and 15% WPOM1- while
the experimental spectrum of the soft-landed WPOM2- was well-reproduced by combining 80%
WPOM2- and 20% WPOM1-. In these simulations, particular attention was given to the shape of
the W=Ot band and the position of the W-Ob1-W bridging oxygen band.
Both the experimental and simulated spectra show little or no change in the position and
shape of the asymmetric P-O/W=Ot combination band and the W-Ob2-W bridging oxygen band.
The simulation also reproduces the blue shift in the position of the W-Ob1-W bridging oxygen
band in the experimental spectrum of the soft-landed WPOM2-. Finally, the shape of the W=Ot
band is qualitatively reproduced using the two distributions of the WPOM charge states. Despite
the qualitative nature of such a comparison, it clearly indicates that a relatively small but
measurable fraction of the soft-landed WPOM3- retain their charge state while a larger fraction is
converted into WPOM2- on FSAM. In contrast, WPOM2- is more robust and better retains its
initial charge state when soft-landed onto FSAM. Based on these simulations, we propose that
the lower wavenumber shoulder of the W=Ot band of the soft-landed WPOM3- corresponds to
the remaining intact WPOM3- anions while the higher wavenumber feature corresponds to
WPOM2-. The close correspondence between the experimental IRRAS spectra of WPOM3- and
WPOM2- anions soft-landed on NH3+SAM and WPOM2- on FSAM suggests that NH3+SAM
predominately retains the 2- charge state of WPOM. Proton transfer from the charged terminal
groups of NH3+SAM to POM anions is a likely charge reduction mechanism on this surface.24
However, because protonation of POM has only a small effect on the position of the infrared

12
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bands,24 it is difficult to distinguish between charge reduction by protonation and by electron

Our previous study showed that the intensities of the major bands of MoPOM soft-landed
on FSAM increase steadily during the course of the deposition and their shapes remain largely
unchanged.24 This observation indicates that rapid charge loss during ion deposition is the major
mechanism of charge reduction for MoPOM on FSAM. In contrast, in this study we observed
substantial change in the shapes of the W-Ob1-W and W=Ot bands over time during soft-landing
of WPOM3- and no change in the shapes of these bands during deposition of WPOM2- as shown
in Figure 5. Specifically, early in the deposition process both the W-Ob1-W and W=Ot bands of
the soft-landed WPOM3- show pronounced features at lower wavenumbers that most likely
correspond to the intact WPOM3-. The relative abundance of these features in comparison with
the higher wavenumber features within the same vibrational bands gradually decreases as the
soft-landing deposition progresses. In contrast, very similar peak shapes are observed for all
WPOM bands during soft-landing of WPOM2-. These results can be rationalized assuming slow
charge reduction by the soft-landed WPOM3- on FSAM that does not occur when WPOM2- is
soft-landed on this surface. These observations are consistent with the relatively small fraction of
intact WPOM3- and a substantial abundance of the WPOM2- retained on FSAM after soft-landing
of WPOM3-. Furthermore, this experiment supports the exceptional stability of WPOM2- on
FSAM inferred from other experimental observations discussed earlier. Our results demonstrate
substantial differences in charge retention by MoPOM and WPOM and identify WPOM2- as an
exceptionally stable charge state of WPOM on SAM surfaces.
CONCLUSIONS
Interaction of POM anions with surfaces may affect their charge state, redox properties,
and reactivity. In this study, we examined charge retention by soft landed WPOM3- and WPOM2anions on SAM surfaces using in situ IRRAS experiments and DFT calculations. We
demonstrate substantial differences in charge retention and interaction of MoPOM and WPOM
with the same SAM surfaces. Specifically, we observe weaker binding of WPOM anions to SAM
surfaces. The difference in the binding energy of WPOM and MoPOM to SAMs is reflected in
substantially narrower IRRAS bands of soft-landed WPOM shifted toward higher wavenumbers
in comparison with broader peaks for MoPOM. Furthermore, the weaker binding of WPOM to
13
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the positively charged NH3+SAM surface resulted in efficient removal of the deposited WPOM
indicate that MoPOM forms strong bonds with the NH3+SAM surface, which is consistent with
the lower LUMO energy of MoPOM in comparison with WPOM. Similarly we can deduce that
higher electronic stability of WPOM anion is most likely responsible for the observed weaker
binding of these species to SAMs. Our results indicate that ion-surface interactions and charge
retention of deposited ions plays an important role in determining the stability and reactivity of
immobilized ions. It follows that stable immobilization of MoPOM on amine-terminated surfaces
may be used for the fabrication of stable functionalized electrode surfaces or catalytically active
substrates. In contrast, WPOM is less susceptible to stable immobilization through adsorption.
Comparison of the positions and shapes of the major vibrational bands of WPOM
obtained from IRRAS experiments with the results of DFT calculations indicates efficient charge
retention of WPOM2- on both FSAM and NH3+SAM. Meanwhile a relatively small fraction of
WPOM3- is retained on FSAM and the relative abundance of this charge state gradually
decreases over time during ion deposition. In contrast, charge reduction by MoPOM occurs on a
much shorter timescale, which is consistent with the lower electron binding energy of MoPOM
in comparison with WPOM. This work indicates that the charge retention and structural stability
are important factors which determine the reactivity of soft landed ions on surfaces. Furthermore,
it also presents a pathway to manipulate stable reactive surfaces for catalysis and electrochemical
energy storage applications.
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Table 1. Experimental vibrational frequencies (in cm-1) and relative peak intensities of WPOM3and WPOM2- soft landed onto FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces.

NH3+SAM wavenumber 1082
17
WPOM3- rel. intensity

989
22

899
16

833
46

wavenumber 1084
22
rel. intensity

991
22

899
13

837
43

NH3+SAM wavenumber 1082
18
WPOM2- rel. intensity

991
21

899
17

835
44

FSAM
WPOM2-
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P-O W=Ot W-Ob2-W W-Ob1-W
WPOM-SAM
901
833
FSAM
wavenumber 1084 991
318
25
16
42
WPOM
rel. intensity
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Table 2. Calculated vibrational frequencies (in cm-1) of isolated WPOM3-, WPOM2-, WPOM1-,
and WPOM0 for the major bands in the 1200-750 cm-1 range. Previously reported calculated
(calc) and experimental (exp) values for WPOM3- and different charge states of MoPOM are
listed for comparison. Multiple maxima observed in composite bands are separated by a “/”.
WPOM3-

Mode

WPOM2-

WPOM1-

WPOM0

This
study

Calc.
[64]

Exp.
[65]

This study

This study

P-O, W=Ot 1058
asymmetric
coupling

1066

1080

1060

1052/1058/1066 1055/1058

974

981

976

994

1008

1022

P-O, W=Ot 966
symmetric
coupling

969

982

992/996

1004

W-Ob2-W

888

915

895

886/890/898

892/906/914

892/906/916

W-Ob1-W

818

840

810

822/828

798/818

820/826/838

MoPOM2-[24]

MoPOM1-[24]

MoPOM0[24]

W=Ot

MoPOM3- [24]

This study

P-O

1055

1060

1063

1055

1064

1065

Mo=Ot

969

969

955

983

993

1001

Mo-Ob2Mo

878

881

880

874

886

888

Mo-Ob1Mo

819

815

805

817

841

797
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WPOM3-/FSAM
WPOM2-/FSAM
WPOM3-/NH3+SAM
2-

M-Ob1-M

+
3

WPOM /NH SAM
MoPOM3-/FSAM
MoPOM3-/NH3+SAM

1150

P-O

1100

1050

M=Ot

1000

M-Ob2-M

950

900

850

Wavenumber, cm-1
Figure 1. IRRAS spectra obtained by depositing ~2 x 1013 WPOM3- and WPOM2- ions on
FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces. IRRAS spectra of ~2 x 1013 MoPOM3- ions deposited on
FSAM and NH3+SAM surfaces are shown for comparison. Peak positions and assignments are
provided in Tables 1 and 2. The dashed lines highlight the key vibrational features of the POM.
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b)

Figure 2. a) Calculated lowest energy structure of the triply charged Keggin phosphotungstate
(WPOM3-) in the gas phase; b) overlaid structures of the 3-, 2-, 1-, and 0 WPOM charge states
examined in DFT calculations. Color coding: P - green, O - red, W - yellow.
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W-Ob1-W
P-O

3-

WPOM

W-Ob2-W

W=Ot

WPOM2WPOM1WPOM0
1150

1100

1050

1000

950

-1

Wavenumber, cm

900

850

800

Figure 3. Simulated infrared absorbance spectra of isolated WPOM3- (blue), WPOM2- (green),
WPOM- (red), and WPOM0 (black) constructed using vibrational frequencies and intensities
obtained from DFT calculations. The dashed lines highlight the major absorption bands of
WPOM3- obtained from DFT calculations and illustrate their shifts with different charge states.
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W=Ot

P-O

W-Ob2-W

Simulated
WPOM3WPOM2-

1150

1100

1050

1000

950

900

850

Wavenumber, cm-1
Figure 4. Experimental and simulated spectra of WPOM3- (blue and black traces) and WPOM2(orange and red traces) deposited on FSAM. Simulated spectra were obtained by combining DFT
calculated infrared spectra of different charge states of isolated WPOM in different proportions.
The simulated spectrum of soft landed WPOM3- showing the best qualitative agreement with the
experimental data was obtained by combining 25% WPOM3-, 60% WPOM2-, and 15% WPOM1-;
the simulated spectrum of WPOM2- showing the best qualitative agreement with the
experimental data was obtained by combining 80% WPOM2- and 20% WPOM1-.
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Figure 5. Time-dependent IRRAS spectra acquired at regular intervals during deposition of a)
WPOM3- and b) WPOM2- ions on FSAM surface. The maximum coverage corresponds to ~2 x
1013 ions.
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Preferential immobilization of the 2- charge state observed for polyoxotungstate Keggin anions
soft-landed onto self-assembled monolayer surfaces.
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